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1 INTRODUCTION

Current Antarctic Ice Sheet thinning is concentrated in the Amundsen Sea Embayment (ASE) sector of

the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS), and in Wilkes Basin, East Antarctica (McMillan and others, 2014;

Shepherd and others, 2019; Smith and others, 2020). The ASE sector contains sufficient ice above flotation

height to raise global sea levels by 2.3 m (Martin and others, 2019), and between 2002 and 2013 contributed

an estimated 3.2˘0.1 mm to total sea level rise (SLR) (Sutterley and others, 2014). Ice loss from the sector

increased by a factor of 5 from the decade ending 2002 to the decade ending 2017 and has been identified

as being clearly dynamic in origin (Shepherd and others, 2019) rather than being driven by surface mass

balance variability. The areas that are thinning and losing mass are spreading inland, and an estimated

59% of the ASE sector was out of balance by 2016 (Shepherd and others, 2019). By this time, the two

largest glaciers draining the ASE sector, Pine Island and Thwaites Glaciers, were each losing mass at rates

of 55 ˘ 4 and 76 ˘ 6 Gt/a of ice, respectively. Much of the region’s ice is grounded below sea level, with

the ice–bedrock interface sloping inland away from the grounding line, making it potentially vulnerable

to marine ice sheet instability (MISI), whereby loss of buttressing at the periphery leads to rapid and

runaway grounding line retreat (Hughes, 1973; Schoof, 2007; Joughin and others, 2014). Early warning

indicators of MISI show that two out of three tipping points for MISI may already have been crossed on
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Pine Island Glacier, with the third tipping point, one which would lead to a total retreat of the glacier,

being an increase in ocean temperatures of 1.2˝C (Rosier and others, 2021).

Various studies have used stand-alone ice-sheet models to estimate contributions to future SLR from

the ASE region. The modelled rates of 21st century SLR include: a modal rate value of 0.3 mm/a in an

ensemble experiment calibrated with observations (Nias and others, 2019); total contributions by 2100 of 2.0

to 4.5 cm by 2100 under various ocean forcing scenarios and initialization conditions (Alevropoulos-Borrill

and others, 2020); 1.5 to 4 cm by 2100 in an experiment that varied future ice-shelf melt rates and meteoric

accumulation (Cornford and others, 2015); a median rise by 2100 relative to 2000 of 2 cm using different

ocean forcings (Levermann and others, 2020); and a median 50 year SLR of 1.9 cm (with 90% confidence

limits of 13.9 to 24.8 mm) in a study testing ensemble calibration methods (Wernecke and others, 2020). To

put this into context, current observed, 2006–2018, rates of global SLR are 3.69 mm/a (3.21–4.177 mm/a)

(Fox-Kemper and others, 2021) meaning that estimates of ASE near-future contributions are of the order

of 10% of the global rate.

In considering global and local impacts of, and adaptations to, rising sea levels Aschwanden and others

(2021) and Durand and others (2022) emphasise the need for a realistic quantification of the uncertainty

associated with SLR predictions. Identifying the sources of uncertainty will, further, allow efforts to reduce

them to be directed more effectively. In this report we consider the uncertainties in predicted SLR from

the ASE region associated with the specification of basal conditions in the BISICLES ice-sheet model.

In particular we consider different parameter values in a regularized Coulomb friction law, and random

perturbations to bedrock topography.

2 MODEL SET UP

2.1 BISICLES model

We use the BISICLES ice-flow model (Cornford and others, 2015) to simulate the evolution of the ASE

sector of the Antarctic ice sheet to the year 2050. BISICLES is a finite-volume model that incorporates

longitudinal and lateral stresses and a simplified treatment of vertical shear based on Schoof and Hindmarsh

(2010). AMR allows the spatial and temporal resolution to be fine in the locality of grounding lines and

coarser elsewhere, and to evolve with grounding line migration. BISICLES meshes are constructed from

rectangular patches, each of each of which is is a grid of square cells 4km, 2km, 1km, or 500m across.

(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Model domain and nested mesh regions.

Initial-state datasets include bedrock and surface elevation, and ice thickness from MEaSUREs Bed-

Machine Antarctica Version 2 (Morlighem and others, 2020), and a three-dimensional temperature dataset

(Pattyn, 2010). Surface accumulation rates are held constant throughout, either at 0.3 m everywhere or the

mean of the monthly values from 1981 to 2018 from the Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR) version

3.10 regional climate model (Agosta and others, 2019) (Fig. 2).

Ice-shelf melt rates are imposed indirectly by setting an ice-shelf thinning rate Bh{Bt pΩf q ą 0, allowing

direct comparison with observations, and avoiding the need to invent depth-dependent melt-rate param-

eterizations. The imposition of Bh{Bt pΩf q ą 0 could represent either anomalous melt by the ocean or a

weakening as a result of ice-shelf damage.

In addition, at monthly intervals between January 2016 and November 2021 we specify an ice front based

on observations (Fig. 3). The full ice front corresponds to the MEaSUREs V2 coastline (Mouginot and

others, 2017), Pine Island Glacier fronts are adjusted to the observed locations on 01/01/2015, 24/09/2017,

31/10/2018 and 11/02/2020, and Thwaites Glacier fronts are at monthly intervals based on a convolutional

neural network applied to Sentinel-1 SAR backscatter images.

The formulation of the model requires that a stiffening coefficient (ϕ) and a basal traction coefficient (C)

are defined by solving an inverse problem (Cornford and others, 2015). The inverse problem minimizes a
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Fig. 2. Mean 1981–2018 Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR) version 3.10 surface mass balance.

Fig. 3. Ice front positions based on satellite observation, 2016 to 2021.
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cost function to create smooth continuous fields of ϕ and τ b “ C |u|, that produce the best match between

modelled and observed ice speeds. The observed ice speeds used for the inversion are the MEaSUREs

InSAR-Based Antarctica Ice Velocity Map, Version 2 (Rignot and others, 2011; Mouginot and others,

2012); those for the ASE region are based mostly on data acquired in 2007.

The stiffening coefficient is applied to the vertically integrated effective viscosity to compensate for

uncertainties in ice temperature, uncertainties in the rate factor in Glen’s flow law, and large-scale damage.

The complete model initial state comprises ice thickness h, C, and ϕ, which should be consistent in the sense

that the initial u and Bh{Bt pΩf q are consistent with observations. Simply taking h to be the BedMachine

V2 ice thickness results in (subtle) changes to the ice geometry that lead over a few years to substantial

reduction in ice flow. To address this, the grounded ice thickness is relaxed over 10 years with the ice-shelf

thickness held constant and C and ϕ periodically recomputed.

Using the optimal ϕ and C coefficients and the relaxed geometry, we run the model to the year 2050,

defining the start year to be 2007 and imposing the calving-front retreats described above between 2016

and 2021. For these runs we switch to a regularized Coulomb friction law (Joughin and others, 2019):

τ b “ ´Cu0

ˆ

|u|
|u| ` u0

˙1{3
(1)

This formulation of the friction law allows friction to transition towards a plastic Coulomb law at sliding

velocities " u0, i.e. for fast-flowing ice streams and glaciers with soft deformable sediments at the bed.

(Advised by Protect Technical Document D-3.1 for multi-decennial-scale modelling in Antarctica where

fast-sliding ice streams are present.)

The C field produced during initialization is reformulated as Cu0 , to use with the regularized law:

Cu0 “ C1{3 p|u| {u0 ` 1q1{3 (2)

where

C1{3 “ C p|u| ` 1q2{3 . (3)

Note that the ’1’ is simply regularization for regions where |u| À 1.
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Fig. 4. 2011 observed surface elevation change.

3 OBSERVATIONS OF SURFACE ELEVATION CHANGE

Observed surface elevation change rates are based on the dataset contributed to Protect WP4-Task1.1 in

which annual dh{dt rates were computed over 3-year periods using data from ERS-1/2, ENVISAT and

CryoSat-2, and cover 1992 to 2017. The method used for the derivation of this dataset is described in

Shepherd and others (2019).

The sea-level equivalent (SLE) of loss of volume of ice above floatation was calculated within the

Thwaites Glacier and Pine Island Glacier drainage basins (basins 21 and 22 in Zwally and others (2012)).

The modelled elevation changes were also masked to select only regions covered by the observed dataset

(e.g. Fig. 4), and both observed and modelled volume losses were converted to sea-level equivalent (SLE)

using an ice density of 917 kg/m3.

4 ENSEMBLE SIMULATIONS

4.1 Investigating u0 and Bh{Bt pΩf q

Using the 0.3 m/a SMB we created a set of 45 simulations with u0 values of 20, 75, 150, 300, 600, 1200,

2400, 3600 and 10000 m/a, each with Bh{Bt pΩf q values of 0, 2, 5, 10 and 15 m/a.
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Fig. 5. Sea-level equivalent of loss of ice above floatation for u0 ranging from 20 m/a to 10,000 m/a, coloured by

the imposed rate of thinning of floating ice (Bh{Bt pΩf q).

Fig. 6. Total sea-level equivalent of loss of ice above floatation for varying u0 values, grouped by the imposed rate

of thinning of floating ice (Bh{Bt pΩf q).

The loss of ice volume above floatation by 2050 expressed in SLE varies from 14.2 mm to 29.1 mm

across the full range of u0 and Bh{Bt pΩf q values (Fig. 5). The greatest losses arise from high (15 m/a)

rates of ice-shelf thinning, with the highest loss arising when u0 is set to 20 m/a (Fig. 6). The correlation

between the magnitude of u0 and the total SLE switches sign between Bh{Bt pΩf q = 5 m/a and Bh{Bt pΩf q

= 10 m/a (Fig. 6).

Figure 6 indicates that greater bed plasticity leads to greater sensitivity to loss of buttressing. At higher

shelf thinning rates, greater overall volume loss is seen when u0 is lower; that is, when a larger portion of

the ice experiences plastic, Coulomb-like drag. At lower thinning rates, the converse is true. In the higher

melt rate simulations, the ice tends to flow faster, with the speed increase limited more by the increasing

basal traction in Weertman-like cases (large u0). At lower thinning rates, the ice tends to slow down, and
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in these cases the speed decrease is limited more by the decreasing basal traction on Weertman-like models.

In everyday terms, the higher u0, the more the bed will both increase its grip on the ice as it accelerates,

and decrease its grip when the ice slows.

4.2 Simulations with perturbed bedrock

In order to investigate uncertainties in modelled ice flow relating to bedrock errors, the BedMachine bedrock

elevation was perturbed with random amounts of noise following the methodology of Sun and others (2014)

who applied random distributions of noise at low, medium and high frequencies to the Bedmap2 bedrock

elevations in three regions of Antarctica, including the Pine Island Glacier catchment. The amplitude of

the noise was determined by the uncertainty estimates accompanying the Bedmap2 dataset (˘60m for the

Pine Island Glacier catchment). Guided by Sun and others (2014) who found that the lowest frequency

noise, equivalent to a spatial wavelength of about 8 km, had the most effect on grounding-line evolution and

change in volume of ice above floatation, we added noise at frequencies equivalent to spatial wavelengths

of 4, 8, 16 and 32 km. The noise was generated by using a Gaussian filter on iterations of white noise with

a standard deviation of 30 m which is the reported error for BedMachine V2 over most of the fast moving

ice of the ASE region. Post-filtered noise was scaled to maintain the 30 m standard deviation. We created

9 iterations of noise for each of the 4 wavelengths (e.g. Fig. 7).

The 36 iterations of noise were added to the bedrock topography in model runs using SMB = 0.3 m/a,

u0 = 300 m/a and Bh{Bt pΩf q values of 0, 5, and 15 m/a. The noise was also subtracted from the thickness

in order to maintain surface elevations, and where applying the noise would have created negative thickness

values the thickness was set to zero. The noise was also adjusted to preserve the initial grounding lines.

Adding iterations of random noise with spatial scales of 4 to 32 km to model runs with u0 = 300 m/a

produced noticeable spread in the 2050 total SLE ice loss (Fig. 8). However, the rate of thinning of floating

ice has a larger impact on the magnitude of ice loss. Although not all 9 iterations completed in every case,

which contributed in particular to the low standard deviation (0.3 mm) of SLE in the 16 km noise run with

15 m/a of thinning, there is a tendency for the spread, and hence uncertainty, of final SLE to increase as

the spatial scale of the perturbations increases. This result confirms the findings of Sun and others (2014),

that large coherent areas of bedrock uncertainty and their location, have a greater impact than small-scale

noise.
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Fig. 7. Sample bedrock perturbations of wavelengths a) 4 km, b) 8 km, c) 16 km, and d) 32 km. Drainage basin

outlines from Zwally and others (2012).

4.3 Mean MAR SMB simulations

Repeating the earlier simulations for the non-perturbed bedrock, described in Section 4.1 (excluding the

two highest values of u0) but using the mean MAR SMB instead of 0.3 m/a gives an insight into the effect

of SMB forcing on the ice-sheet dynamics. The mean MAR SMB integrated over the Thwaites and Pine

Island Glacier drainage basins, is about 30% larger than the 0.3 m/a everywhere used for the initial runs:

183 Gt compared with 122 Gt. If removing this difference, summed over the model run time, produces

the same SLE as the SMB = 0.3 m/a runs then it can be concluded that the extra SMB has no effect

on the ice-sheet dynamics. Figure 9 shows that for u0=300 m/a, and Bh{Bt pΩf q = 0, 5, and 15 m/a, the

additional SMB results in an approximately 10% increase in dynamically driven discharge. For example,

with a Bh{Bt pΩf q = 15 m/a, removing the cumulative integrated difference between the mean MAR SMB

and SMB = 0.3 m/a from the SLE produced by the MAR SMB, changes the MAR SMB SLE from 22.2 mm

to 28.7 mm, 1.8 mm more than the SMB = 0.3 m/a run.

Figure 10 shows the 2050 SLE of ice loss according to u0 and Bh{Bt pΩf q. The black portions of the bars

represent the additional dynamic component of SLE that results from the extra accumulation provided by

the mean MAR SMB compared with SMB = 0.3 m/a everywhere. The increased velocities when using the
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Fig. 8. Sea-level equivalent of loss of ice above floatation for u0 = 300 m/a, ice-shelf thinning rates (Bh{Bt pΩf q) of

0, 5 and 15 m/a, and bedrock elevations with different spatial-scale noise. The black dots are the SLE of the change

in ice volume above floation based on the altimetry observations.
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Fig. 9. Sea-level equivalent of loss of ice above floatation for varying u0 = 300 m/a, for the SMB = 0.3 m/a

simulations (solid lines) and the mean MAR SMB simulations (dotted lines). The crosses indicate SLE for the mean

MAR SMB simulations minus the excess SMB compared with the SMB = 0.3 m/a simulations.

mean MAR SMB are concentrated over the areas of fast ice flow (Fig. 11).

4.4 Uncertainties arising from the Cu0 and ϕ coefficients

Next we created an ensemble to test the impact of uncertainties in the Cu0 and ϕ coefficients. We used

the MAR SMB, the lowest 5 values of u0 (as these produced the greatest variability in SLE), all 5 values

of Bh{Bt pΩf q, and for each combination of u0 and Bh{Bt pΩf q, we scaled each of the optimal Cu0 and

ϕ coefficients by factors of 0.9 and by 1.1. This sampling generated another 100 parameter sets and

outcomes. Then, using a maxmin Latin Hyercube Sampling, a further set of 64 simulations was designed,

subsampling the 4-dimensional parameter space defined by all of the above values of Bh{Bt pΩf q = (0, 2,

5, 10 and 15 m/a), and u0 = (20, 75, 150, 300 and 600 m/a), and C and ϕ coefficient factors between 0.9

and 1.1.

This ensemble resulted in the histogram and probability density shown in Fig. 12. The probability

density function uses a Gaussian kernel density estimator with a Silverman rule-of-thumb bandwidth (Sil-

verman, 1986). The mean SLE of the ensemble of runs is 17.8 mm. The 5th and 95th percentiles of the

probability density function are -0.7 and 41.0 mm SLE, respectively, the median value is 16.1 mm, and the

modal value is 10.0 mm.

The extrapolated observation-based SLE of 15.4 mm by 2050, is based on the mean rate of observed

volume change between 2007 and 2017. Both the mean and the median of the model ensemble are only

marginally above the extrapolation of observed change. The next steps will be to use spatial observations

of dh{dt and ice velocity change to reduce the credibility interval of the simulated SLE outcomes.
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Fig. 10. Total sea-level equivalent of loss of ice above floatation for varying u0 values, grouped by the imposed

rate of thinning of floating ice (Bh{Bt pΩf q). The white bars show the SLE using the mean MAR SMB, the coloured

bars show the SLE for SMB = 0.3 m/a, and the black sections shows the SLE ice loss after the (MAR - 0.3 m/a)

excess accumulation has been removed from the MAR SMB simulations.

Fig. 11. Change in ice velocity by 2050 between a simulation forced with the mean MAR SMB compared with

one using an SMB of 0.3 m/a everywhere. Both simulations were run with u0 = 300 m/a and Bh{Bt pΩf q = 15 m/a.
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Fig. 12. Histogram and density function of the MAR SMB ensemble. The 5th and 95th percentiles, and the median

of the density function are indicated with vertical dashed lines. The vertical red line shows the mean 2007–2017 rate

of observed SLE volume loss extrapolated to 2050.

5 DELIVERED DATASETS

We have made available 1 km resolution output data files for each year, 2007 to 2052, of a single randomly

selected simulation from each of the 30 histogram breaks in Fig. 12. The datasets follow the ISMIP6 naming

protocol (https://www.climate-cryosphere.org/wiki/index.php?title=ISMIP6-Projections-Antarctica#

A2.3_Model_output_variables_and_README_file). We include state variables lithk, orog, sftflf, sftgif,

sftgrf, strbasemag, topg, uvelmean, vvelmean, fluxes licalvf, ligroundf, and scalars lim, limnsw, iareagr,

iareafl, tendacabf, tendlibmassbf, tendlicalvf, tendligroundf and tendligroundf. Each NetCDF file is named

according to the variable, the simulation parameters and the 2050 SLE value. For example orog_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_5.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_43.06.nc

is the orography data for simulation u0=20 m/a, Bh{Bt pΩf q = 5 m/a, C scaled by 0.9, ϕ scaled by 0.9,

and a final SLE of 43.06 mm. See Table 1 for the full list which includes the SLE of ice mass loss for each

simulation.

https://www.climate-cryosphere.org/wiki/index.php?title=ISMIP6-Projections-Antarctica#A2.3_Model_output_variables_and_README_file
https://www.climate-cryosphere.org/wiki/index.php?title=ISMIP6-Projections-Antarctica#A2.3_Model_output_variables_and_README_file
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Table 1. Delivered datasets

Name u0 Bh{Bt pΩf q C ϕ SLE

m/a m/a scaling scaling mm

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_0.C_1.10.phi_1.10.slr_-4.44 20 0 1.10 1.10 -4.44

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_0.C_1.08.phi_1.10.slr_-2.70 20 0 1.08 1.10 -2.70

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_5.C_1.10.phi_1.10.slr_-0.69 20 5 1.10 1.10 -0.69

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_2.C_1.07.phi_1.05.slr_0.43 20 2 1.07 1.05 0.43

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_150.dhfdt_5.C_1.10.phi_1.10.slr_2.55 150 5 1.10 1.10 2.55

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_2.C_1.10.phi_0.90.slr_4.03 20 2 1.10 0.90 4.03

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_0.C_1.02.phi_1.00.slr_7.26 20 0 1.02 1.00 7.26

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_2.C_1.00.phi_1.00.slr_9.97 20 2 1.00 1.00 9.97

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_600.dhfdt_2.C_1.00.phi_1.00.slr_11.39 600 2 1.00 1.00 11.39

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_5.C_1.00.phi_1.00.slr_13.29 20 5 1.00 1.00 13.29

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_600.dhfdt_10.C_1.11.phi_0.92.slr_14.31 600 10 1.11 0.92 14.31

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_600.dhfdt_2.C_0.90.phi_1.10.slr_17.66 600 2 0.90 1.10 17.66

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_5.C_0.94.phi_1.02.slr_18.31 300 5 0.94 1.02 18.31

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_150.dhfdt_2.C_0.90.phi_1.10.slr_20.31 150 2 0.90 1.10 20.31

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_15.C_1.00.phi_1.00.slr_22.20 300 15 1.00 1.00 22.20

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_600.dhfdt_0.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_24.84 600 0 0.90 0.90 24.84

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_0.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_26.38 300 0 0.90 0.90 26.38

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_1.10.slr_29.24 300 15 0.90 1.10 29.24

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_75.dhfdt_15.C_0.97.phi_0.97.slr_30.67 75 15 0.97 0.97 30.67

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_150.dhfdt_10.C_0.93.phi_0.92.slr_33.50 150 10 0.93 0.92 33.50

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_15.C_0.99.phi_0.92.slr_34.21 20 15 0.99 0.92 34.21

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_10.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_36.65 300 10 0.90 0.90 36.65

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_600.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_38.93 600 15 0.90 0.90 38.93

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_0.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_41.11 20 0 0.90 0.90 41.11

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_300.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_42.09 300 15 0.90 0.90 42.09

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_75.dhfdt_10.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_45.02 75 10 0.90 0.90 45.02

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_150.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_46.76 150 15 0.90 0.90 46.76

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_75.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_52.10 75 15 0.90 0.90 52.10

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_10.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_54.95 20 10 0.90 0.90 54.95

*_ASE_BISICLES.uj_20.dhfdt_15.C_0.90.phi_0.90.slr_62.33 20 15 0.90 0.90 62.33
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